
Easy Attachment Selection

Just touch the screen to choose your 
attachment, and give the patient a 
visual cue for each exercise.

Achieve Better Outcomes

Enhance Your Clinical Offerings - Upgrade Today!

Simulator II gets patients more involved and keeps them motivated.  It’s so 
easy to use that patients can actively operate their own treatment routines as 
they progress from one exercise to the next. The Simulator II saves you time, 
and gives your clinic a new competitive advantage.

Enhanced Visual Feedback

Keep patients motivated with real time 
feedback that shows how they are doing, 
and compares their progress to a goal.

Save all of your graphs from testing 
and treatment results.  Print now, or 
print later – your choice!

All Graphs Saved for Later Retrieval

Progressive clinics are increasingly replacing old equipment with advanced, cur-
rent technology. The BTE Simulator II will help expand your services, accelerate 
your growth, and demonstrate a measurable difference to your referral sources. 

The new Simulator II offers an increased diversity of applications, and is easy to 
use. From hand therapy, to general orthopedics, to neuro rehab, to injured work-
ers… no other system helps you do as much – as affordably – as the Simulator II. 
With the Simulator II, your clinic will operate at peak efficiency, so no referral is 
turned away.

Call 800.331.8845 Today – Upgrade to the Latest Technology!

The Technology of Human Performance



Get your patients back to top form - at home, at work, and on the field - faster, with Simulator II. If you already own a 
set of BTE Simulator attachments, you can save by ordering a new Simulator II without the attachments or tool rack. 

Better Clinical Decision-Making

Give Patients Results They Can Only Get at Your Clinic

Provide better patient outcomes with objective BTE Simulator II testing and 
treatment. Simulator II provides accurate, reproducible measures, and automat-
ed evaluation and treatment reports showing progress. 

Simulator II gives your data a more professional appearance, meeting the de-
mands of doctors and insurers. Your reports look better, graphs are easy to read, 
and you save time – confident that your data will stand up to any challenge.  

Call 800.331.8845 
Today & Upgrade  
to the Latest!
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Clinical Applications Course

Our Clinical Applications Course is 
included with your purchase. Learning 
all the applications helps you get the 

most out of your investment. This gives 
clinicians confidence and knowledge 
to implement effective treatment plans, 
and ideas to market to referral sources.

Now you can set 
unequal forces, in 
opposite directions, 
for opposing muscle 
groups to customize 
a fit for any patient’s 
needs.

Unequal Forces

Touchscreen Software

The touchscreen software offers 
large buttons with easy to understand 
selections.  Patients can operate it to 
follow the exercise sequence you set 
for them.

Take the guesswork out, and utilize 
a quick trial to objectively select the 
proper resistance level for treatment.

Easy Force Selection

Utilize isometric exercise for neuromuscu-
lar reeducation and early strengthening.

Improved Isometric Mode

Full Color Graphs and Reports

Color reports, both detail and sum-
mary, provide objective evidence 
to support your decisions.  The 
Simulator II will help you establish 
an evidence-based practice in the 
the eyes of insurers.

Treatment protocols can be easily 
stored and retrieved for use with any 
new patient.

Multiple Templates


